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By fate, fluke and mis-fortune - but mostly through the lottery of birth - 
I have the following information to share: the EXACT origin of 9/11



9/11, Al Qaeda, The Deep State and Me 
by	Anthony	C	Heaford

Introduction
On the last day of a very curious 1997 business trip to Yemen I was introduced to a man my 
customer called ‘the Engineer’. Eighteen years later, prompted by the Saudi coalition attacks on 
Yemen, I searched through my old files and found the photo contact sheet below. I realised in a 
moment that ‘the Engineer’ I’d had my photo taken with that day in Yemen was in fact 9/11 terrorist 
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed. This is my best effort to tell how that and other meetings came about.

· I’ll recount my conversations with members of KSM’s terror cell in detail,  
including with the man they called ‘the Chief’, a Mr Saeed Alrobadi:
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9/11, Al Qaeda, The Deep State and Me 
by	Anthony	C	Heaford

Introduction (continued)
· I’ll explain the exact origin of 9/11, inspired by this 1997 travel warning that I gave in Canada,
New York, and unwittingly to KSM’s terror cell during my September business trip to Yemen:

“The same group that tried to blow-up the World Trade Centre in 1993 will try again, 
but next time they’ll use a hijacked civilian airliner departing Logan airport as a missile.” 

 

My 1997 travel warning given in Canada, USA & Yemen - Anthony C Heaford

· I’ll detail how I came to be in a terrorist front company in 1990s Yemen in the first place, and 
expose the myth of Al Qaeda (a CIA construct) & reveal the location of Al Qa’idah, the Base: 

· And I’ll reveal how far collussion with KSM’s financiers ran  
- to the very highest echelons of the British and US Deep States:
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9/11, Al Qaeda, The Deep State and Me 
by	Anthony	C	Heaford

Born into the British Deep State
Growing up in 1970s England I was always aware of my Father’s business travels. There were his 
frequent absences and I was very familiar with waiting in the car at the brightly lit pick-up and drop 
off areas of Manchester airport. We often got duty free chocolate and photo sildeshows of his trips. 

The televised Vietnam War was another constant theme of my 
childhood, so when my Dad’s latest slide show was of peace 
parades in Washington I was impressed, thinking he’d taken 
part. My assumption was corrected as I was told his customer 
was the US government; he was selling money printing 
machinery to the US government mint on that particular visit 
(and notably sold the same machinery to the US backed El 
Salvadorian military junta’s mint in 1986). 

I was a toddler when I saw this TV footage of 
a woman struggling to carry a naplam burnt 
baby in Vietnam. I remember thinking the 
woman looked like my Gran (superimposed 
on image) and the child could have been me. 
For the life of me I couldn’t understand why 
no one was helping her. When I asked I was 
told that it wasn’t their job (the soldiers or the 
journalists). That wasn’t an aceptable 
explaination to me even as a toddler. It’s 
when I decided I wanted to be a soldier, so I 
could protect civilians - help those in need.

My first family holidays in the early 1970s were adventurous, one being a driving and camping 
holiday across Europe to communist Yugoslavia for example. It was a 2000+ mile round trip with 
four young children in-tow - quite a logistical feat by anyones’ standards.

Some say: “give me a child till they are seven and I’ll show you the adult”, alluding to the 
importance of those first early years in a person’s life. For my seventh birthday I only wanted one 
thing - a green army jumper with elbow and shoulder pads. I was also found to be short sighted 
age seven, and had my heart set a pair of ‘John Lennon’ style round glasses. It was a curious mix, 
an aspiring soldier who idolized a pacifist, but I guess we are all products of our time and for me 
those formative years were 1970 to 77, influenced greatly by the news events I saw on TV.

At ten I chose to go to boarding school after 
being shown a school prospectus with photos 
of the Combined Cadet Force. I spent six years 
boarding at Lancaster grammar school (I had to 
repeat the first year after being formally 
diagnosed dyslexic)and enjoyed it thoroughly, 
going on every army cadet activity and camp 
that I could. Before leaving Lancaster I’d visited 
the army recruitment office, passed a selection 
weekend and been offered a place at a top 
ranked training center in Chepstow. But my 
parents said no, refused to sign my elistment 
papers and threatened to evict and disown me 
if I did pursue a military career. It broke me.
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9/11, Al Qaeda, The Deep State and Me 
by	Anthony	C	Heaford

Introduced to the US Deep State
Eighteen months after leaving school I’d dropped out of two college courses, but I did have a job 
working (under aged) behind the backroom bar of the roughest pub in town. Dreams of a military 
career had vanished from my perspective in a purple haze after I was introduced to house music, 
the Hacienda nightclub, recreational dancing, amphetamines and cannabis in my 1987 ‘Summer 
of Love’.

With few other job opportunities in 1988 my parents offered me a mechanical fitters apprenticeship 
in their company. Established in 1983, they’d won their first very presitgious Queen’s Award’s for 
Export Achievement by 1987. And that’s why their machine sale to the CIA backed El Salvador 
government mint in 1986 was notable. My Father installed the machine in San Salvador and told 
me the government driver had slowed 
down as they past by a recently 
executed young man. The body was 
sprawled on the pavement, fresh blood 
from a head wound still forming a pool 
he said. It therefore does appear that 
the Queen’s Award was given to my 
Father for his willingness to deal with 
the most repugnant of regimes. And it 
was into this world I drifted, the third 
son to be employed by the company. It 
was about as far from my childhood 
ambition as it was possible to be; I 
was now working in circles that were 
able to ignore wars, repression and 
suffering to pursue their own personal 
profit and power.

One of my first tasks in 1988 was driving my parents’ employees and visitors between Manchester 
and an industry exhibition in Birmingham where they had a sales stand. The first person I collected 
from the airport was a newly appointed US sales agent, Dave Dean. Dean said he was new to the 
printing industry, but my Father, brothers and the senior service technician David Hughes all 
seemed on far more familiar terms with him than would be normal for a new employee. One 
curiosity struck with me particularly was Dean would always duck or step out of shot when photos 
were taken. This amused David Hughes, as though there was an in-joke about Dean not wanting 
to be photographed at a printing industry exhibition in England.

That behaviour may be dismissed as just an oddity, as I did at the 
time, but it gains huge significance when put into this context: Dave 
Dean was a Special Forces soldier who served with the highly 
secretive Studies and Observations Group in Vietnam. 

Dean’s couragous actions during the Battle for Hamburger Hill 
(1969) are recorded in Samuel Zaffiri’s book and it was on our 
return journey from Birmingham that Dean told me a little more 
about his military service. He said it had ended suddenly when he 
slamed into a thick tree truck when parachute training in Vietnam. 
He said he broke nearly every bone in his body and after recovering 
in the Philippines he medically discharged but didn’t return home. 
Dean said he ran a go-go bar for the rest of the war, one serving US 
air crews besides the busiest military airifield in Asia - Clark air base 
besides Angeles town in the Philippines.
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9/11, Al Qaeda, The Deep State and Me 
by	Anthony	C	Heaford

Introduced to the US Deep State (continued)
The CIA used Clark air base in the 1970s for clandestine Air America activity and to train foreign 
guerrillas forces such as the Hmong tribesmen of the Vietnamese highlands.

In 2019 I discovered that the only such parachute training (in-country / jungle landing) that Dean 
was injured on was run by a top secret special forces unit called Military Assistance Command 
Vietnam Studies and Observations Group (MACV SOG). Sergeant Billy Waugh (a Korean war 
veteran and special forces legend) ran the in-country parachute training. Waugh medically 
discharged from the military around the same time Dave Dean, circa 1972. He’s known to have 
contracted for the CIA from the 1970s right up to the US Special Forces invasion of Afghanistan in 
October 2001. I now believe Dean followed a similar career path, medically discharging from US 
Special Forces in order to contract for the CIA. A job as an international printing industry 
salesman, trading in explosive chemicals, electronics and machinery was perfect cover. 
For context, here’s a little public Intel about Waugh’s activities in 1990s Yemen:
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Serving Terrorist Financiers 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9/11, Al Qaeda, The Deep State and Me 
by	Anthony	C	Heaford

HSA - the Hayel Saeed Anam - Group
April 1997, my introduction to KSM’s financiers in Chicago, USA: Executives representing a 
London based company called Longulf Trading (the London office of the multi-billion dollar Hayel 
Saeed Anam Group global conglomerate) went on a remarkable shopping spree at the Converting 
Machinery Manufacturer’s international trade show being held in Chicago’s McCormick Place 
exhibition centre. The Longulf Trading 
executives ordered about $3-million worth 
of top-end graphics, printing and 
packaging equipment in total, all for an ill-
defined end-customer in Yemen whose 
company name they made-up on the spot, 
with no delivery address either.

I was demonstrating a machine on my 
employer’s exhibition stand when the 
Longulf executives enquired about 
purchasing one. Within half-an-hour I'd 
shown them the practical bits and the 
salesmen were holding a signed contract 
for $100,000; Longulf paid list price without 
negotiating, and proposed full payment 
would be made upfront. The Longulf 
executives said the end customer was in 
Yemen, but they were very vague about 
the end-customer's name. First they said it 
was GenPak but after being told GenPak 
was an existing multi-national company 
they changed it to GemPak. When 
installing the machine in September 1997 I 
was told the company name was YemPak – short for Yemen-Pakistan. No delivery address or 
machine specifications were given in Chicago and one salesman (Jerry Stephens, an electronic 
control systems expert and a British military veteran of counter piracy operations in the South 
China Sea) immediately referred to the sale as suspicious. The second salesman, my brother 
Nigel Heaford, responded by saying: 

“ Don’t ask any questions, they just paid list price for our top machine."

Although present at the exhibition John Heaford (my Father) and Dave Dean were away from our 
exhibition stand for the duration of the Longulf executives' visit, watching from a cafe overlooking 
the exhibition hall it later transpired. Dean had pulled my Father away from the stand about twenty 
minutes before the Longulf executives arrived.

Upon Dean & my Father’s return, shortly after the Longulf Trading executives had left, my father 
didn’t appear that surprised by the $100,000 sale we’d made during their absence. Very unusually 
Dean also declined the sales commission of several thousand dollars too. He was entitled to it for 
the machine sale on his territory - so I assume this was a deliberate effort by Dean to avoid any 
documented link between Longulf Trading or their parent company the Hayel Saeed Anam Group. 

But even in 1997 there were already documented links between the US embassy in Yemen and 
Longulf Trading’s parent company, the Hayel Saeed Anam (HSA) Group. Twice in August 1996 the 
US embassy in Yemen published ‘Export Opportunities’ requests, offering overseas business 
leads to US companies. Two of those ‘export opportunities’ was to supply industrial quantities of 
multiple chemicals - including almost every ingredient needed to make TNT explosives - to the 
HSA Group headquarters (HQ) in Taiz Yemen, but ultimately destined for unnamed third-parties! 
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9/11, Al Qaeda, The Deep State and Me 
by	Anthony	C	Heaford

HSA - the Hayel Saeed Anam - Group (continued)
The HSA Group contact name given by the US embassy in August 1996 was the general manager 
Mohamed A. Salem. On 26 September 1997 the HSA Group HQ general manager Mohamed 
drove me to a clandestine meeting one mile from Al Qa’idah town, thirty minutes after we’d both 
had our photos taken with Khalid Sheikh Mohammed. At least two of the Pakistani employees 
Mohamed managed inside the HSA Group HQ compound (the two I worked with) were chemistry 
graduates. 

Is it possible that the US embassy’s 1996 contact Mohamed A. Salem is the same Mohamed I met 
in 1997? That’d mean it is possible that the Pakistani chemistry graduates I spent a week with 
inside the HSA Group HQ were using those US sourced chemicals to manufacture the TNT 
explosives that were used in the August 1998 US embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania.

With this distinct possibility - a US embassy supplying the explosive chemicals used to bomb other 
US embassies - it must be clarified if Mohamed A. Salem is the Mohamed who took me to ‘the 
Base’ by Al Qa’idah town and was in my photos with KSM. And who, if anyone, supplied the 
chemicals to the HSA Group HQ. It is of note here to say Dave Dean’s ‘Dean Printing Systems’ 
company lists supplying chemicals as one of their specialities.

That ‘export opportunity’ of explosive chemicals to 1996 Yemen, destined for unnamed end users 
via the HSA Group, must also be viewed in light of former US ambassador Barbara Bodine saying:

“ When I got there in 1997 there was already an Al Qaeda presence.  
We knew about it. The Yemenis knew about it. Everyone knew about it.

… warehousing lower level foreign nationals in peripheral areas.”

The ‘foreign nationals’ Bodine refers to were the Pakistani and Saudi factory workers I met and 
trained over five days in 1997 Yemen. The ‘warehousing’  & ’peripheral areas’ she spoke of were 
the YemPak factory building in the HSA Group HQ compound, and I’d guess HSA’s extensive 
industrial estates across Yemen and the world too. But I don’t think the people operating from the 
HSA Group HQ were ‘low level’. I think I was amongst a group of their most senior and talented 
people. ‘the Engineer’ Khalid Sheikh Mohammed was there, as was mechanic Ahmed al-Darbi, a 
Saudi national and former Guantanamo detainee.  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9/11, Al Qaeda, The Deep State and Me 
by	Anthony	C	Heaford

HSA - the Hayel Saeed Anam - Group (continued)
When training the two Pakistani employees (chemistry graduates) I remember asking their trade / 
profession, then saying they were over qualified for the machine operator work I was showing 
them. 
And they all called the HSA Group HQ managing director Saeed Alrobaidi ‘the Chief’. It was ‘the 
Chief’ Saeed Alrobaidi who introduced me to Khalid Sheikh Mohammed (KSM). He arranged a 
dinner meeting for me too, my vetting before meeting KSM I’ve since realised. And the Chief’s 
general manager Mohamed took me to my clandestine meeting. Mr Alrobaidi was vague about his 
nationality but settled on saying Omani. If that’s correct, then an alliance with KSM would make 
sense from a historical point of view. 

A legacy of the British Empire in the region, the port city of Gwadar in Baluchistan, Pakistan had 
been Omani territory until 1958 and Balochi mercenaries formed a substantial part of the British 
backed Sultan of Oman’s Army. During the 1963 to 1978 Dhofar rebellion in Oman, their Sultan 
actively sought to hire more Balochi mercenaries. Khalid Sheikh Mohammed is of Balochi heritage 
and significantly I read that two of his Uncles were killed during the 1970s Balochi insurgency in 
Pakistan. That’s one possible historical connection between KSM and the Hayel Saeed Anam 
Group. 

Another connection could be the HSA Group’s documented links to international terrorism 
financing dating back to 1982, a connection highlighted by the US Treasury and United Nations in 
the wake of the 9/11 attacks. In August 2002 former Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill described 
Ahmed Idris Nasreddin as a "supporter of terrorism" involved in "an extensive financial network 
providing support to Al Qaeda and other terrorist-related organisations.”. Eritrean national 
Nasreddin was the founder of the NASCO group of companies (headquartered in Nigeria, net 
worth $1.2-billion) and in 1982 was a close business partner of HSA Group director Abdul Rahman 
Hayel Saeed (ARHS). That relationship in 1982 was strong enough for ARHS to give Nasreddin 
his power of attorney - legal authority to sign documents on his behalf. Nasreddin used that power 
of attorney to establish a Swiss financial shell company (already mentioned on page 5 in relation 
to my Father’s accountant brother) called MIGA. Former U.S. Assistant Treasury Secretary Juan 
Zarate described MIGA as "a very good example of an investment company that is used as a shell 
to hide and move money.”. Shortly after 9/11 both MIGA and Nasreddin were added to the United 
Nations (UN) watchlist of entities and individuals belonging to, or affiliated with Al Qaeda.     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9/11, Al Qaeda, The Deep State and Me 
by	Anthony	C	Heaford

HSA - the Hayel Saeed Anam - Group (continued)
Ahmed Idris Nasreddin was removed from the UN terrorist watchlist in 2007. Nasreddin was NOT 
cleared of having financed terrorism, he simply promised ‘not to do it again’. HSA Group’s director 
ARHS explained away his relationship with Nasreddin by saying that they fell-out around 1984; 
that he did not know of the Swiss shell company MIGA’s existence; and he’d ‘forgot’ about giving 
Nasreddin his power of attorney.

These three reports details the events described above:

“Possible Saddam-Al Qaeda Link Seen in UN Oil-for-Food Program” - Fox News
“Group Responds to Fox Oil-for-Food Story” - Fox News

“When is a terrorism figure no longer one?” - Los Angeles Times

The first Fox News report naming the HSA Group also highlights the following ‘coincidences’:

The HSA Group subsidiary Pacific Interlink was founded in 1988, the same year the group now 
known as ‘Al Qaeda’ was established during an August 1988 meeting in Peshawar, Pakistan. 
Meanwhile Nasreddin’s company NASCO operates across Africa, with a corporate footprint that 
matches the Al Shebab terrorist entity’s almost exactly. Is it possible that NASCO & the HSA 
Group are the legitimate business fronts behind a global terror network? If that were the case it’d 
raise many questions about Nasreddin & ARHS both being ‘let off’ by both the UN and the US 
Treasury for their links to financing terrorism.” 
 
Looking at another HSA Group director, Dirhem Abdo 
Saeed (DAS), reveals the global conglomerate’s intimate 
links to the British Empire of old and the British 
Establishment of today.

DAS is a vice chairman of the terrorist hosting HSA 
Group, is managing director of the terrorism supporting 
Longulf Trading and remarkably is an honorary Vice 
President of the London based British-Yemeni Society.

The British-Yemeni Society was founded in 1993, the 
same year my Father sold his first proofing press 
machine to the HSA Group. DAS has some other very 
remarkable appointments too, all of which tie him 
intimately to the British Establishment. 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“Within that HSA empire, one company in particular stands out: A trading house called 
Pacific Interlink, based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Abdul Rahman Hayel Saeed also 
sits on Pacific Interlink's board of directors.” 
 
“Both HSA's and MIGA's offices overlap in locations that are hubs of normal commerce, 
but also served as hotspots of Al Qaeda meetings and finance, such as Dubai (where 
Hayel Saeed reportedly ran an HSA company, Frimex, in the late 1990s) or Kuala 
Lumpur (where some of the Sept. 11 hijackers gathered for a planning conference in 
January 2000). Pacific Interlink boasts offices or agents in places thick with terror 
networks, such as Algeria, Sudan, and Syria. MIGA, on its Lugano sign, lists offices in 
places such as Italy, Turkey, Syria, Nigeria and Kuwait, and both HSA and MIGA list 
offices in Morocco, Malaysia and Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, where Hayel Saeed is now 
based.”

https://www.foxnews.com/story/possible-saddam-al-qaeda-link-seen-in-u-n-oil-for-food-program
https://www.foxnews.com/story/group-responds-to-fox-oil-for-food-story
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2007-nov-28-na-financier28-story.html
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HSA - the Hayel Saeed Anam - Group (continued)
In March 1997 Dirhem Abdo Saeed (DAS) became a director of a financial shell company called 
Atlantic Investments, based in the British tax haven Cayman Islands. 
 

 
Two other HSA Group family 
members became directors at the 
same time, one using the address of 
both the HSA Group headquarters in 
Taiz, Yemen and Khalid Sheikh 
Mohammed’s ‘YemPak’ front 
company - PO Box 5302. 
 
In April 1997 executives of DAS’s 
company Longulf Trading were in 
Chicago - where I met them - buying 
the printing machinery for KSM’s 
YemPak front company that I installed 
in September 1997. 
 
And in May 1997 DAS registered a 
new company called Cepac Limited 
which purchased and amalgamated 
three separate companies to create 
Britain’s biggest cardboard packaging 
company. 
 
DAS is also an executive of the 
Tadhamon International Islamic Bank 
which is known to have provided banking services in areas controlled by the Daesh terrorist entity.
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HSA - the Hayel Saeed Anam - Group (continued)
The HSA Group was established in British Aden in 1938, one year after the strategic Arabian port 
had become an official British Crown colony. The HSA Group left Aden shortly after the British left 
too, their founding patriarch claiming that they were “forced out by the communist party [anti-
colonial Arab nationalists] that confiscated his entire business and assets in Aden.”.

Looking at the HSA Group’s history it appears they foresaw the change of fortunes in Aden and 
had protected themselves by establishing a new shipping business based in Al Hodeidah port in 
1962. Called the Middle East Shipping Company Limited it was out of reach of the anti-colonial 
Arab nationalists in Aden. British forces finally departed Aden in 1967 and by 1969 the HSA Group 
had established a new headquarters in the city of Taiz, seventeen miles south of Al Qa’idah town. 
It’s the same headquarters I visited in 1997 and where they hosted Khalid Sheikh Mohammed’s 
terrorist cell.	
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HSA - the Hayel Saeed Anam - Group (continued)
It is worth noting that the 1938 establishment of the HSA Group coincided with an American 
company’s discovery of the world’s largest known oil field (to this day) in Saudi controlled Arabia. 
HSA’s 1962 creation of Yemen’s first international shipping company also coincided with the 
Saudis creating the Muslim World League (MWL) - an institution used to spread their Wahhabi 
interpretation of Islam around the world. In 1967 the Belgium King gifted the MWL a ninety-nine 
year lease on a building in the heart of Brussels and it was converted to a place of worship called 
The Grand Mosque. Following the 2016 terrorist bombings in Brussels links between The Grand 
Mosque, radical Wahhabism and terrorist attacks in Europe were confirmed, the Sauds gave up 
their control of the building in 2018.

By 2004 the HSA Group had moved its headquarters from Taiz, Yemen to Jeddah in Saudi 
controlled Arabia. Today the HSA Group is based in the United Arab Emirate (UAE) Dubai. 

As well as being a major logistics hub for the 9/11 attackers during their preparations, Dubai and 
the UAE have a long historical links to Wahhabi extremism. In the 1600s the area known today as 
the UAE was known as ‘The Pirate Coast’. By 1805 Wahhabis dominated the area and 
implemented a system of organised raids on foreign shipping from their bases on the Pirate Coast. 

In 1819, determined to put an end to the 
Wahhabi pirates’ attacks on their shipping, 
the British navy responded. They sent a 
naval force with three-thousands soldiers 
with an additional six-hundred soldiers 
supplied by the Sultan of Muscat (in Oman). 
Their main target, the pirate town of Ras Al 
Khaimah, was destroyed within days by 
artillery fire. Today Ras Al Khaimah is one of 
UAE’s seven Emirates and the pirate 
dynasty of 1819, Al Qasimi, remains in 
power.

The British force destroyed most of the 
pirate ships and the Wahhabi pirate’s inland 
holdout was bombarded with artillery until 
total victory was achieved.

Britain’s total victory led to an 1820 treaty, 
from when the Pirate Coast was renamed 
the Trucial States. The treaty was part of the 
Britain's strategic policy of maintaining 
dominance over trade routes to British 
controlled India by excluding rival European 
powers from the Persian Gulf region, 
notably Russia and France.

The UAE (the 9/11 attacker’s logistic base), 
Oman (the claimed nationality of KSM’s 
terrorist cell’s Chief, Saeed Alrobaidi) and 
Aden (the original base of KSM’s financiers, 
the HSA Group) remained under effective 
British control for the next one-hundred and forty years.
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HSA - the Hayel Saeed Anam - Group (continued)
These are my two customer database entries for YemPak. I completed the first before my visit to 
Yemen, based on information given to me by my works manager Tony Preece. The second entry I 
compiled whilst on site in Yemen, using information given to me by the customer’s employees:

Of significance are the names of the contacts in each entry - Ahmed Alrobaidi from the 1993 
installation, and the man I met in 1997, Saeed Alrobaidi, or ‘The Chief’ as everyone there called 
him.

I do not know whether ‘Ahmed Alrobaidi’ was the customer contact in 1993 or whether he was one 
of the Longulf Trading executives who purchased our machine in Chicago in April 1997.

Saeed Alrobaidi gave me his name on my last morning in Yemen when I was tired and already late 
for my return flight. When he pronounced ‘Al-robaidi’ for me I asked him if the ‘Al’ just meant ‘the’ 
which he said it did and in my ignorance I dropped ‘Al’ when transcribing his name in to my data 
base, hence the spelling error of ‘Obadi’ instead of ‘Alrobaidi’. Interestingly, ‘Ibadi’ is the original 
‘sect’ within Islam, predating both Sunni and Shia factions, both of which pay high regard to the 
Ibadis. 

Ibadi is the dominant faction in Oman. I’m not sure whether there’s any link between Obadi (as in 
my contact Alrobaidi) and the Ibadi sect, but the link to Oman and Saeed Alrobaidi’s role as ‘the 
Chief’ of KSM’s terror cell makes me think this is worthy of note and further investigation.
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My First 9/11 Warning - 12 June 1997
I was travelling in the USA on business again in June 1997, installing printing machinery at various 
locations. On Tuesday 11 June I was flying from Logan airport Boston to Toronto, Canada. From 
exiting a taxi on a public road outside Logan airport, to arriving at the aircraft door, I’d not been 
through any security checks. Other than showing my credit card in exchange for my boarding pass 
there were literally no security checks - nothing, none, nada. I did pass a luggage X-ray machine 
and a full body metal detector but they were both unmanned and unplugged.

I stopped at the aircraft door and cautioned the crew-member checking boarding passes. I said 
there’d been no security checks whatsoever in the airport. She smiled and told me:  

“Don’t worry, that’s normal"

Twenty minutes later, as the aircraft was climbing to its cruising altitude and I was sitting a few 
metres away from the unsecured cockpit door on a nearly empty 767 aircraft, I realised how easily 
it would be to smuggle weaponry aboard and take control of the aircraft. I remembered the 1994 
Air France hijacking and the alleged plan to crash the plane in to the Eiffel Tower; the 1993 
bombing of the World Trade Centre (WTC) was fresh in my memory too. I then thought of the 
WTC’s proximity to Logan airport and in that moment I conceived with horror the opportunity for 
and likelihood of a 9/11 style attack.

The next morning I was attending a service visit at a customer in Toronto but I refused to start 
work until the Sunworthy Decorative factory manager, Bob Wilton, had given me an assurance that 
he’d pass on my airport security concerns and my details to Canadian security services with a 
sense of urgency. My urgent warning on 12 June 1997 was:

“I think the same terrorists who attacked the WTC in 1993 will try again, but next time 
they’ll use a hijacked civilian airliner departing Logan airport as a kamikaze piloted missile."

Mr. Wilton later said he had passed my warning and my details to his contact, but there was no 
feedback. I was never contacted back either. No one appeared interested or to care. 

The complete absence of any security whatsoever at Boston airport, especially for a flight on a 
large bodied jet on an international flight (to Canada), was so startling to me as to be remarkable. 
The air crew’s “Don’t worry that’s normal” response to my remark was breath-taking as I realised 
none of the passenger on this flight had been through security. They could’ve had anything with 
them. 

I did a risk assessment of worst possible scenarios and a terrorist suicide hijacking using an Uzi 
sized machine pistol came top. The unsecured and flimsy cockpit door gave me cause for concern 
too.

But I’d passed my warning to the first people I’d spoken to after my flight - two machine operators I 
was working with, and to someone in authority, Bob Wilton - the factory manager of that large and 
prestigious wallpaper printers in Toronto, Sunworthy Decorative. He’d confirmed he’d passed my 
warning and details on to his ‘security’ contact. Given that my employer’s US salesman was a CIA 
connected ex-Special Forces operator I now wonder who exactly did Bob Wilton pass my aircraft 
hijacking warning to.
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9/11, Al Qaeda, The Deep State and Me 
by	Anthony	C	Heaford

My 9/11 Warning in Yemen
20—26 September 1997, my business trip to PO Box 5302 Taiz city, Yemen:  13.586, 44.033

Three months after my very specific warning of a terrorist attack on the World Trade Centre using 
a hijacked airliner departing Logan airport Boston (given in Toronto, to Bob Wilton and two other 
employees of Sunworthy Decorative printing) my Father asked me to travel to Yemen to install the 
machine sold at the April trade show in Chicago. Admittedly I wasn’t the first choice – another 
service technician checked the British Foreign Office travel advice for Yemen and refused to go 
after seeing the high risk of kidnapping and terrorism there. My Mother, also a company director, 
insisted my Father seek some assurance for my safety before I travel. I was with them in their 
home when my Father received that reassurance in the form of a phone call from Yemen. He 
would not say who he’d spoken to but said with a broad smile that my safety was absolutely 
guaranteed.
Two days into my business trip to Yemen, on Monday 22 September, the Pakistani chemistry 
graduate I was training asked about my travels in the USA and specifically about visiting New 
York and the World Trade Centre as a tourist. My response was very specific:

“Don’t visit the World Trade Centre and take care whilst flying - I think the same 
terrorists who attacked the towers in 1993 will try again, but next time they’ll use a 

hijacked civilian airliner as a missile."

We discussed my warning for a few minutes - I explained how I thought it could happen based on 
my experience at Logan airport in June. I said I could have carried a sub machine gun on board 
without detection. I don’t recall an extended conversation about it; it was just a travel warning, one 
I’d given whenever the topic of travelling to the USA was raised.

The next day, Tuesday 23 September, the second machine operator I was training (another 
Pakistani chemistry graduate) asked me about my travel warning:

Q. What if the hijackers couldn’t smuggle guns aboard?  

A. I pointed to the box cutters in my tool wallet, highlighting their potential use as a weapon and 
saying I’d accidentally carried them on several internal US flights without being stopped

Q. Where would they put the bomb?  

A. I said a fully fuelled 767 was the bomb 
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